Poker Walk Rules
Rules
1. Individual registration on site. No prior skill or knowledge of Poker is needed
to participate.
2. The Poker Walk consists of 5 Poker Stations. Each participant begins at the
Registration Table where they check-in; get a tally card, bottled water and
map of the route
3. Each participant can visit each station only once to create a 5-card Poker
Hand. If draw a duplicate card (same suit, same number) you must re-draw.
This is not a race so no need to hurry at a station.
4. At the visited Stations, each participant will choose 1 card from the table to
create a 5-card poker hand. Their tally card will then be signed or initialed by
staff working the station.
5. Participants will complete their Poker Hand as they return to the SRWC where
they can turn their cards in as they look at SRWC offerings. Poker Hands will
be reviewed for prizes and not on the speed in which they finished.
6. Prizes will be given for the Five Best Poker Hands and one Worst Poker
Hand.
7. In case of a tie, players will each cut a deck of cards, high card wins.

Additional Notes:
•

•

•
•

No prior knowledge of Poker is needed to participate. Neither skill nor speed
is a factor; the winning objective is to have the best poker hand! People of all
ability levels are encouraged to join in, get some exercise, and try their hand
at a friendly game of poker. This includes WU students and faculty/staff that
are members of the SRWC.
The event will run from 10:00 am until 12:00pm with the last group of walkers
heading out by 10:45 am. Winners will be contacted by a member of the
SRWC following the conclusion of the event if they did not already pick up
their prize from the Prize Table near the Judges Table.
At the end of the walk, turn in your cards at the Judges Station by 11:30 am
for review.
Prizes: 1st Place – Overall Best Hand - $20 Chipotle Gift Card & Adidas Washburn Hat,
2nd Place – $10 Chipotle Gift Card, 3rd Place – 5th Place – SRWC Glass Water Bottle

POKER STATIONS:

Registration – SRWC lobby (START)
Judges & Prize Stations – SRWC gym (FINISH)
1. Across the street from KTWU
2. Greek Row Round a bout
3. Memorial Union Lawn
4. Yager Stadium Parking Lot
5. SRWC Gym Entrance
(Stations subject to changes. Current maps will be at the start and at each
station.)

Poker Hand Rankings (Highest to Lowest)
Royal Flush: Run of sequential cards from 10 – A, with all cards of the same
suit.
Straight Flush: Run of sequential cards, all cards in the same suit, but not Ace
high.
Four of a Kind: Four cards of the same rank e.g. four Aces, four Kings etc…
Full House: Three cards of the same rank plus a pair, e.g. three Aces & pair of
Kings.
Flush: Five cards all of the same suit.
Straight (Run): Five sequential cards, not of the same suit.
Three of a Kind: Three cards of the same rank e.g. three Aces, three Kings
etc…
Two Pair: Two sets of pairs e.g. a pair of Aces and a pair of Kings.
Pair: Two cards of the same rank e.g. two Aces, two Kings etc…
High Card: None of the above, your highest value card in your hand plays.

